ORACLE ARGUS ANALYTICS

Oracle's comprehensive safety operational metrics solution, which includes drill-down dashboards and out-of-the-box integration with Oracle Argus Safety, enables pharmacovigilance organizations to view their key performance indicators at a glance, facilitating more informed decisions that ensure a higher degree of compliance and improve cost savings and operational efficiencies.

Doing More With Less
As regulatory requirements and case workloads increase and budgets decrease, it is critical that key executives, drug safety managers, workflow managers, team leaders and case processors have visibility into the safety organization's workflow — from case intake through case lock to expedited reporting. This enables the highest quality monitoring and supports meeting regulatory compliance requirements.

Oracle Argus Analytics is a comprehensive analytics solution that provides pharmaceutical manufacturers, sponsors and CROs with timely, fact-based insight into their safety data collection, case processing workflow, and submission process to bolster productivity and reduce costs.

Oracle Argus Analytics provides content that is personalized, relevant and actionable. Benefits include more timely access to business-critical information, improved site and staff productivity and effectiveness, and increased SOP and regulatory compliance.

Increased Quality and Compliance
Oracle Argus Analytics provides life science organizations with metrics that can help improve the quality and timeliness of safety case processing and reporting, thereby reducing compliance risks for both post-marketed and clinical trial pharmacovigilance data.

Compliance begins by meeting internal deadlines during case processing. Each workflow state should be completed within SOP-defined timelines, and each case should be locked by a certain date depending on the type of
case. Making sure that cases are compliant with workflow state and lock
deadlines will help ensure that, afterwards, expedited reports are submitted
on time. Oracle Argus Analytics provides comprehensive measures and
statistics for workflow state compliance and case lock compliance as well as
expedited report submission compliance.

More Timely Access to Information
Oracle Argus Analytics provides executives and drug safety managers with
increased visibility into their safety case processing operations, enabling
them to identify workload and compliance issues sooner and make timely,
informe business decisions.

The solution delivers a rich set of prebuilt reports and role-based
dashboards providing detailed key performance indicators across products,
studies, and case processing sites. However it is also easy and quick, even
for users who are not data retrieval experts, to create and modify reports and
dashboards using the simple, intuitive UI and the predefined toolbox of
measures and statistics that are supplied with the product.

Executives, team leaders, operations managers and compliance officers can
use Oracle Argus Analytics' data mart of retrospective metrics to measure
progress across case processing sites. This can be used to quickly identify
underperforming areas which may benefit from additional training, staff
augmentation, or process changes. In addition, the solution offers a real-
time, direct connection to Oracle Argus Safety for current metrics, allowing
workflow managers and individual case processing staff to quickly gain an
understanding of pending work. This is used to make fast, informed
decisions about workload rebalancing before cases and reports become late.

Improved Staff and Site Productivity
Staff and site productivity and efficiency can be significantly optimized
with greater insight into workflow metrics, submission compliance and site
performance using Oracle Argus Analytics.

In particular, CROs will be able to see how much average time is spent
processing each case, thus helping to define a per-case price. Reports run at
the enterprise level can be sent to clients as proof of work performed,
supporting the billing process. Oracle Argus Analytics supports multi-tenant
deployments of Oracle Argus Safety, including metrics across enterprises.
Insight Where and When You Need It
The powerful web client facilitates access to dashboards through a simple web browser and also provides support for the Apple iPhone and iPad, enabling mobile users to access the latest performance management information on the road. Additionally, integration to Microsoft Office enables users to consume rich datasets in the tool of their choice.

Faster Implementation, Lower Risk, Better Business Results
Providing actionable insight to safety case processing metrics requires a powerful analytics solution. However, most business intelligence solutions are costly, take a long time to implement, and are difficult to modify when business requirements change. In contrast, Oracle Argus Analytics is a prebuilt solution for fast deployment at a lower cost, with a lower risk, and with better business results. Oracle Argus Analytics includes prebuilt data models, prebuilt ETL and direct sourcing from Oracle Argus Safety, and hundreds of business attributes covering workflow and submission metrics. This out-of-the-box platform, combined with a highly intuitive ad hoc report builder, enables users to easily customize and extend dashboards and reports very quickly without burdening IT organizations.

Contact Us
For more information about Oracle Argus Analytics, please visit the Oracle Health Sciences Applications website or call your local Oracle office or +1.650.506.7000 to speak to an Oracle representative.